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Abstract22

Since January 2016, RIKEN has been running an extrapolation-based now-23

casting system of global precipitation in real time. Although our previous24

paper reported its advantage of the use of data assimilation in a limited25

verification period, long-term stability of its forecast accuracy through dif-26

ferent seasons has not been investigated. In addition, the algorithm was27

updated seven times between January 2016 and March 2018. Therefore,28

this paper aims to present how motion vectors can be derived more accu-29

rately, and how data assimilation can constrain an advection-diffusion model30

for extrapolation stably for the long-term operation. The Japan Aerospace31

Exploration Agency’s Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GSMaP)32

Near-Real-Time product is the only input to the nowcasting system. Motion33

vectors of precipitation areas are computed by a cross-correlation method,34

and the Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter generates a smooth, com-35

plete set of motion vectors. Precipitation areas are moved by the motion36

vectors up to 12 hours, and the product, called “GSMaP RIKEN Nowcast,”37

is disseminated on a webpage in real time. Most of the algorithmic updates38

were related to better estimating motion vectors, and the forecast accuracy39

was gradually and consistently improved by these updates. Particularly,40

the threat scores increased the most around 40◦S and 40◦N. A performance41

drop in the northern hemisphere winter was also reduced by reducing noise42
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in advection. The time series of ensemble spread showed that an increase in43

the number of available motion vectors by a system update led to a decrease44

in the ensemble spread, and vice versa.45
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1. Introduction47

Short-term prediction of precipitation is of great interest for various48

purposes such as disaster prevention, agriculture, economy, and daily life.49

Ground-based precipitation observations such as weather radar and gauge50

networks provide accurate and timely information. However, sparsely ob-51

served areas such as developing countries and ocean basins suffer from water-52

related disasters partially due to the lack of information. Satellite obser-53

vations are a powerful tool over these areas. Satellite-borne precipitation54

radars such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Precipita-55

tion Radar (PR) (Kozu et al., 2001; Iguchi et al., 2009) and the Global Pre-56

cipitation Measurement (GPM) Dual-frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR)57

(Kojima et al., 2012; Seto and Iguchi, 2015) are useful for global quantita-58

tive precipitation estimation, but their spatiotemporal coverage is limited.59

Therefore, passive microwave observations and infrared observations are60

the main sources of near-real-time precipitation information, and passive61

microwave rainfall algorithms have been improved using TRMM PR and62

GPM DPR.63

Using microwave observations from the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI)64

on the GPM core observatory and other microwave sensors of the GPM con-65
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stellation partners, near-real-time satellite-based products are distributed:66

the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Global Satellite Mapping67

of Precipitation (GSMaP; Kubota et al., 2007; Ushio et al., 2009) and the68

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Integrated Multi-69

satellite Retrievals for GPM (IMERG; Huffman et al., 2018).70

For real applications, short-term predictions will also be useful. Ground-71

based radar precipitation nowcasting has a long history (e.g., Rinehart72

and Garvey, 1978; Dixon and Wiener, 1993; Bowler et al., 2006), whereas73

satellite-based global precipitation nowcasting is a relatively new area. Re-74

cently, Otsuka et al. (2016a) developed a global precipitation nowcasting75

system using GSMaP, and the system is running at RIKEN in real time since76

January 2016 (GSMaP RIKEN Nowcast, hereafter RNC). The predictions77

are made open to public under the permission by the Japan Meteorological78

Agency (JMA) as required by the Japanese law. Although Otsuka et al.79

(2016a) presented the initial verification results for a particular month, its80

long-term stability in different seasons has not been investigated yet. Our81

real-time operations for more than two years revealed its advantages and82

limitations on longer time scales. The lessons learned from the real-time83

operations motivated us to update the system to improve its accuracy and84

computational performance.85

This paper aims to describe the verification results for the period from86
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January 2016 to March 2018 including the impact of each algorithm up-87

date. The key questions here are: 1) how motion vectors for extrapolation88

can be derived more accurately, and 2) how an advection-diffusion model89

for extrapolation can be stably constrained by data assimilation. The first90

question will contribute to a better implementation of motion tracking tech-91

niques, whereas the latter will lead to better handling of uncertainties in92

data assimilation. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces93

the system design, Section 3 shows the verification results, Section 4 pro-94

vides discussion, and Section 5 summarizes the paper. Some of the system95

details will be described in Appendix.96

2. Methodology97

2.1 Overview98

[Fig. 1 about here.]99

The workflow of the system is as follows (Fig. 1).100

1. Data transfer of GSMaP from JAXA to RIKEN101

2. One-hour ensemble forecast of motion vectors u from time t − 1 to102

t: ua,m
t−1 → uf,m

t , where superscript f , a, and m represent forecast,103

analysis, and ensemble member, respectively104
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3. Motion vector computation (uo
t ) using GSMaP Near-Real-Time (NRT)105

images at time t− 1 and t (denoted as NRTt−1 and NRTt)106

4. Ensemble Kalman filter using uf,m
t and uo

t to obtain analysis ensemble-107

mean motion vectors ua
t and analysis ensemble ua,m

t108

5. Deterministic 12-hour forecast of precipitation from time t to t + 12109

(RNCt
t+12) using ua

t and NRTt as the initial condition110

6. Visualization111

7. Visual inspection by a licensed forecaster112

8. Dissemination at RIKEN’s webpage and JAXA’s webpage113

Running an operational system helps finding key issues for future re-114

search directions. This includes an end-to-end workflow such as data trans-115

fer, computational cost, visualization, and dissemination to end users. For116

this purpose, GSMaP RNC forecasts are made readily available to pub-117

lic in real time at https://weather.riken.jp/ as a part of our research118

activities. See Appendix A for more information.119

2.2 Data and algorithm120

Here is a brief summary of the system. Refer to Otsuka et al. (2016a,b)121

for details. The input to the system is GSMaP NRT algorithm version 6122
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(Ushio et al., 2009; Ushio and Kachi, 2009; Kachi et al., 2011) rain rate at123

0.1◦× 0.1◦ resolution from 60◦S to 60◦N. NRT is available every hour, after124

four hours from the end of one-hour observation time window. The motion125

vectors of NRT rain fields are computed by a variant of the Tracking Radar126

Echoes by Correlation (TREC; Rinehart and Garvey, 1978).127

To obtain a smooth, complete set of motion vectors from noisy TREC-128

based motion vectors, the Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF;129

Hunt et al., 2007; Miyoshi and Yamane, 2007) is used with 20 ensemble mem-130

bers. The covariance localization function is a Gaussian with the length131

scale of 100 km, and the covariance inflation method is a multiplicative132

inflation with a factor of 1.01 simultaneously with the relaxation to prior133

spread (Whitaker and Hamill, 2012) so that the ensemble spread does not134

change in time (Otsuka et al., 2016a).135

The prediction model is an advection equation with a divergence damp-136

ing term. The time integration method is the second-order Adams-Bashforth137

scheme. The spatial discretization method is the fifth-order Weighted Essen-138

tially Non-Oscillatory scheme (Liu et al., 1994) for rain, and the first-order139

upwind scheme for the motion vectors. The equirectangular projection is140

used throughout the system, so that the input data are simply considered141

as plain bitmap images, and the motion vectors are treated in the units of142

pixels per hour, or 0.1◦ h−1.143
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A TREC-based method is used to obtain motion vectors. This type of144

motion-tracking technique is also known as cross correlation or optical flow.145

The basic idea is to find a spatial shift of a local pattern (so-called “tem-146

plate”) between two or more consecutive time steps by computing spatial147

correlation under the assumption that the pattern shape does not change in148

time. Among all the possible location shifts, the one that gives the highest149

correlation is selected as the estimated motion. This procedure is called150

template matching, and the search space is called cross-correlation surface.151

In this system, several changes are made to the original TREC: fractional152

motion, circular template, treatment of missing pixels, and quality control153

(Otsuka et al., 2016a,b).154 Table 1

To improve the accuracy of motion vectors for extrapolation, the sys-155

tem had seven major updates in its algorithms and parameters during the156

period from January 2016 to March 2018 (Table 1). These updates aim to157

improve the quality of motion vectors (V4, V10, V23), increase the number158

of available motion vectors (V4, V11, V23, V25), and stabilize the system159

(V1, V4a, V23, V25). The key points of each update are highlighted below:160

• In the version described in Otsuka et al. (2016a), the advection some-161

times showed numerical noise. To avoid that, V1 shortened the time162

interval of advection.163

• V1 or earlier did not estimate motion vectors over weak precipitation164
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areas. This degraded the performance over those areas due to the lack165

of information. V4 lowered the threshold of rainy pixel in TREC to166

compute motion vectors of weak precipitation.167

• NRT initially assigns large negative values to missing pixels such as168

the land covered by snow (Seto et al., 2005). However, this caused169

numerical noise in advection mainly over winter Eurasia due to sud-170

den changes of pixel values; this was not noticed by Otsuka et al.171

(2016a) because they investigated boreal summer only. V4a replaced172

the missing values by 0 mm h−1 at the beginning of 12-hour forecast173

to suppress the noise.174

• Raw TREC motion vectors tended to include erroneous values, leading175

to the lower forecast accuracy. V10 introduced two new algorithms to176

remove erroneous motion vectors. See Appendix B for details.177

• V10 or earlier did not compute motion vectors near the south/north178

lateral boundaries to avoid incomplete coverage of TREC template179

and search area. However, the lack of information degraded the fore-180

cast accuracy near the boundaries. V11 computes motion vectors as181

long as they meet the quality control criteria.182

• V11 or earlier tended to underestimate or miss motion vectors at high183

latitudes mostly due to the equirectangular projection. V23 intro-184
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duced latitude-dependent sizes of TREC template to solve this prob-185

lem.186

• In addition to the changes in V23, V25 introduced a latitude-dependent187

search space of TREC to improve this problem further.188

Details of each update will be provided in Appendix B. Impacts of these189

updates will be presented in Section 3.190

3. Results191

First, Sections 3.1–3.2 describe overall performance of the system. Next,192

Section 3.3 provides quantitative comparisons between different versions at193

the timing of each update; this is mainly related to how motion vectors for194

extrapolation can be derived more accurately. Finally, Section 3.4 provides195

analyses on how an advection-diffusion equation can be stably constrained196

by data assimilation.197

The accuracy of RNC precipitation forecast is verified against the GSMaP198

standard product (moving vector with Kalman filter, MVK) version 6 be-199

cause MVK is supposed to be more reliable compared to NRT; MVK uses200

more satellite data, and considers deformation of rain areas and temporal201

change of rain rate in a better way (Ushio et al., 2009). The accuracy of202

tracking algorithm is additionally verified using NRT because the motion203
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vectors are designed to represent the motion of NRT precipitation pattern.204

The accuracy of RNC is compared with that of the NRT-based Eulerian205

persistence forecast (PER), which is considered as the baseline. Although206

the algorithm of NRT has been updated occasionally, both RNC and PER207

commonly includes the effects of those updates, so that the difference be-208

tween RNC and PER is supposed to represent the effect of spatiotemporal209

extrapolation. This paper uses the operational version of RNC; creating210

a reanalysis data set with the latest algorithm is beyond the scope of this211

paper.212

3.1 Visual analysis of spatial pattern213

[Fig. 2 about here.]214

Figure 2 shows an example of nowcast initialized at 0000 UTC 23 March215

2017 by the latest version (V25). The color shading represents hit (green),216

miss (red), and false alarm (blue) of rain rate greater than 0.1 mm h−1 with217

respect to MVK. At the forecast time (FT) of 0 h, the initial condition is218

identical to NRT, i.e., most of the rainy pixels greater than 0.1 mm h−1
219

are green in Fig. 2a; red and blue pixels also exist due to the differences220

between NRT and MVK. As FT increases, blue and red pixels increase. At221

FT = 12 h (Fig. 2g), red areas tend to appear to the east of blue areas222

at higher latitudes, indicating that the eastward motion of extratropical223
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cyclones tends to be underestimated; we will discuss this slow-bias issue224

later in the following sections.225

Comparison between FT = 6 and 12 h indicates that rapid changes of226

the rain areas are one of the reasons for this underestimation of eastward227

motion (Figs. 2e,g); the rain area south of Australia quickly forms a new228

rain area to the east, and another T-bone rain area in the southern Pacific229

shows a quick shift to the southeast. These changes seem unpredictable in230

the linear sense.231

3.2 Statistical verification232

[Fig. 3 about here.]233

Before investigating the temporal change of the forecast accuracy, the234

time-averaged performance is examined as a function of forecast time to235

provide basic information on the forecast skill. Figure 3 shows the mean236

threat scores (TS) against MVK for the threshold values of 0.1, 1, and237

5 mm h−1 as a function of FT for RNC and PER, and RNC TS minus238

PER TS (∆TS), computed for the northern hemisphere (20◦–60◦N), the239

tropics (20◦S–20◦N), the southern hemisphere (20◦–60◦S), and the entire240

computational domain. In all the verification regions, TS is the highest241

with the threshold of 0.1 mm h−1 and lowest with 5 mm h−1. TS at FT = 0242

h is smaller than unity, simply reflecting the difference between NRT and243
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MVK. Particularly, TS for 5 mm h−1 at FT = 0 h is less than 0.6, and at the244

0.1 and 1 mm h−1 thresholds, TS are in the range 0.71 to 0.78, meaning that245

the differences between NRT and MVK precipitation are less noticeable for246

the lower rain thresholds.247

The threat score difference ∆TS is the largest for 0.1 mm h−1 and small-248

est for 5 mm h−1. Although TS is the highest over 20◦S–20◦N (Fig. 3b),249

∆TS is the smallest over 20◦S–20◦N, indicating that the linear extrapola-250

tion in the tropics is not as advantageous against PER as in the extratropics251

presumably due to slower motions of large-scale precipitation systems such252

as the Madden-Julian Oscillation. Note that the lifecycle of subgrid-scale253

convective cells does not affect the accuracy of space-time extrapolation254

on the spatiotemporal scale of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ and one-hour even if convective255

systems play a dominant role in the tropics.256

The analysis regions 20◦–60◦N and 20◦–60◦S show similar performances257

to each other (Figs. 3a,c). ∆TS for 0.1 mm h−1 (red dashed) maximizes258

at FT = 5 h over 20◦–60◦N and 20◦–60◦S, whereas that over 20◦S–20◦N259

maximizes at FT = 3 h. These results indicate that the advantage of260

advection in weak rain areas lasts up to 12 hours, and it lasts longer in261

the extratropics than in the tropics. ∆TS for 1 mm h−1 (green dashed)262

maximizes at FT = 3–4 h, and ∆TS for 5 mm h−1 (blue dashed) always263

maximizes at FT = 1 h. The prediction skill for intense rain areas drops264
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quickly as FT increases. The general tendency is similar to the results in265

Fig. 5 of Otsuka et al. (2016a).266

[Fig. 4 about here.]267

[Fig. 5 about here.]268

Next, the temporal change of the forecast skill in response to the system269

updates is examined. Figure 4 shows the time series of monthly-mean global270

TS and ∆TS. The performance of RNC for 0.1 mm h−1 improved during271

this period for all the forecast time, whereas that of PER did not show such272

a trend (Fig. 4a). The time series of ∆TS for 0.1 mm h−1 (Fig. 4d) has273

an annual cycle with two negative spikes around February and December274

2016; details will be discussed in Fig. 6. The time series of ∆TS for 0.1 mm275

h−1 also indicates that the advantage of space-time extrapolation increases276

quickly between FT = 1 and 2 h.277

The performance of RNC for 1 mm h−1 (Fig. 4b) is more stable than that278

for 0.1 mm h−1 during this experimental period. The difference between the279

nowcast and persistence (∆TS in Fig. 4e) shows a similar temporal change280

as in ∆TS for 0.1 mm h−1 (Fig. 4d), but the amplitude is much smaller.281

The advantage of nowcasting maximizes at about FT = 2–3 h for 1 mm h−1.282

This is consistent with the green dashed line in Fig. 3d. The performance283

of RNC for 5 mm h−1 is also stable during the experimental period (Fig.284
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4c), and the difference between RNC and PER for 5 mm h−1 is almost the285

same between FT = 1–3 h (Fig. 4f).286

Although the scores for 1 and 5 mm h−1 imply that the changes in the287

system do not improve much the forecast performance, the threat scores288

computed with respect to NRT do improve during this experimental period289

(Fig. 5). Here, Fig. 5 shows the performance at FT = 1 h to highlight a290

time when advection is successful as a forecasting approach; longer fore-291

casts are affected more strongly by the evolution of precipitation systems.292

Therefore, the changes in the system help better capture the motion of NRT293

precipitation. However, uncertainties in both NRT and MVK have a larger294

impact on the threat scores than the improvements in the motion vectors;295

improving the forecast performance requires improvements in the quality296

of input, too. As the precipitation rate increases, the discrepancy between297

NRT and MVK increases (Fig. 5c).298

[Fig. 6 about here.]299

Figure 6 is similar to Figs. 4d–f, but verified in each region. ∆TS for300

0.1 mm h−1 over 20◦–60◦S (Fig. 6g) shows the largest performance improve-301

ment among others; ∆TS increases by about 0.02–0.03 during this period.302

Another uniqueness in Fig. 6g is an increase of ∆TS with the forecast time.303

This may be related to faster “apparent” zonal motion of synoptic weather304
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systems in the units of pixels per hour over 40◦–60◦S on the equirectangu-305

lar projection. A faster apparent motion is advantageous to the space-time306

extrapolation compared to the Eulerian persistence. In the northern hemi-307

sphere, in contrast, the north Pacific storm track region lies at slightly lower308

latitudes than the storm track region in the southern hemisphere (e.g., Catto309

et al., 2012), and this effect is weakened; an apparent zonal motion at 35◦N310

on the equirectangular projection is 14% smaller than that at 45◦S if the311

actual zonal motion is the same.312

∆TS for 0.1 mm h−1 over 20◦–60◦N has large drops around February313

and December 2016 (Fig. 6a), whereas other regions or other thresholds do314

not show such a drop (Figs. 6b–i). This is caused by a numerical noise of ad-315

vection along the boundaries between valid and missing pixels over Eurasia316

(Appendix B.3). The annual cycle of the performance drop appears because317

land with snow cover becomes missing pixels in GSMaP (Seto et al., 2005).318

The problem was solved by the update on 20 January 2017 (Appendix B.3);319

the boreal winter in 2017–18 did not show such a performance drop.320

3.3 Impact of each system update321

[Fig. 7 about here.]322

Table 2

It is not realistic to rerun each version of the operational system for the323

entire period. Instead, it is a normal practice to run the old and new systems324
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in parallel, a.k.a. parallel run, at the time of each system update. This way,325

we make sure that the new system runs properly in preparation to the actual326

operational update in place. Figure 7 shows the threat score improvements327

of RNC against MVK version 6 as a function of forecast time and latitude328

due to the following system updates: V1 to V4 (Figs. 7a–c), V4a to V10329

(Figs. 7d–f), V10 to V11 (Figs. 7g–i), V11 to V23 (Figs. 7j–l), and V23330

to V25 (Figs. 7m–o). The verification periods are listed in Table 2. The331

transition from V4 to V4a is not shown because of the misconfiguration of332

covariance inflation (Appendix B.8). Note that impacts of each parameter333

change or each new method on the forecast accuracy are assessed before334

each system update, although differences between the major versions are335

presented in this paper for simplicity.336

[Fig. 8 about here.]337

[Fig. 9 about here.]338

a. V1 to V4339

This update showed the largest improvement during January 2016–340

March 2018 (Figs. 7a–c); the most significant improvements appeared at341

40◦S and 40◦N at FT = 5 h for 0.1 mm h−1. These changes are consistent342

with the algorithmic update; computing additional motion vectors in the343
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weak rain areas expands the “observed” areas (Fig. 8a), leading to the high-344

est improvement in the weak rain areas (Appendix B.2). Figure 9a shows345

that this update accelerates eastward motions in the extratropics and west-346

ward motions in the tropics. This was favorable for reducing the slow bias347

of the motions.348

b. V4a to V10349

In general, the performance at FT = 1–3 h improved at all latitudes; this350

is consistent with the update of motion vector quality control. Similar to the351

previous update, the forecasts improved the most in the extratropics around352

FT = 6 h for 0.1 and 1 mm h−1 (Figs. 7d–f). In the tropics, TS improved353

up to FT = 3 h, but some degradation appeared at longer forecast time.354

This may be due to the nature of tropical convective systems; tracking an355

existing convective system precisely does not necessarily improve the longer356

forecasts beyond the life cycle of that convection. As a result of the stricter357

quality control, the number of available motion vectors decreased (Fig. 8b).358

Figure 9b indicates that the motion vectors that pass the quality control do359

not change the mean value before and after the update.360

c. V10 to V11361

TS slightly improved at the highest latitudes for 0.1 and 1 mm h−1 (Figs.362

7g,h). This is consistent with the increase of available motion vectors near363
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the lateral boundaries (Fig. 8c, Appendix B.5). The motion vectors that364

existed before this update outside the boundary regions did not change by365

this update (Fig. 9c). For 5 mm h−1, the TS difference is not always positive366

around 60◦S (Fig. 7i).367

d. V11 to V23368

The forecasts improved the most in the extratropics at longer forecast369

time (Figs. 7j–l); the number of available motion vectors also increased (Fig.370

8d), and the eastward component of the motion vectors became stronger371

(Fig. 9d). The accelerated eastward motions seemed to reduce the slow372

bias. However, TS for 0.1 mm h−1 slightly degraded in the tropics, where373

the number of available motion vectors decreased (Fig. 8d). Again, the374

improvements are clearer for weaker precipitation rate. This is consistent375

with the tuning of the spatial scale at high latitudes, and the performance376

change in the tropics can be considered as a side effect due to the changes377

in the quality control methods (Appendix B.6).378

e. V23 to V25379

The forecasts improved the most between 40◦–60◦S, and the secondary380

peak appeared around 30◦–40◦N; the eastward component of motion vectors381

at these latitudes became stronger (Fig. 9e), reducing further the slow bias382

of the extratropical cyclones (Fig. 2). These latitudes correspond to the383
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population of cold and warm fronts (e.g., Catto et al., 2012). This change384

is consistent with the introduction of latitude-dependent search space in385

TREC (Appendix B.7). The improvement is largest for 0.1 mm h−1 and386

smallest for 5 mm h−1. No difference appears in the tropics.387

3.4 Analyses on the assimilation system388

[Fig. 10 about here.]389

The ensemble Kalman filter finds an optimum solution based on the fore-390

cast ensemble covariance and observation error covariance. The observation391

error covariance is given a priori, whereas the forecast ensemble covariance392

is controlled by the internal dynamics and the covariance inflation method.393

In a numerical weather prediction (NWP) system, it is common that the in-394

ternal dynamics plays the central role. However, the current system adopts395

an advection-diffusion equation; the internal dynamics lacks mechanisms of396

error growth that is essential in the real atmosphere. Therefore, the en-397

semble spread of motion vectors in the analysis cycle needs to be examined398

carefully.399

First, an instantaneous distribution of the ensemble spread is examined400

to understand what uncertainties the advection-diffusion model represents.401

Figure 10 shows the horizontal distributions of rain, zonal component of402

analysis motion vectors ua, ensemble spread of the zonal component of first403
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guess motion vectors, and corresponding analysis increments ua−uf at 0000404

UTC 25 December 2017.405

An elongated area of large ensemble spread appears around 130◦–150◦E,406

20◦–30◦N (Fig. 10c), which corresponds to a “frontal” region to the south-407

east of a rain area centered at 147◦E, 40◦N (Fig. 10a,b). This also coincides408

with a large increment in Fig. 10d; uncertainty in the location of shear line409

produces a large ensemble spread, and “observations” of motion vectors410

fix the location effectively based on the background error covariance struc-411

ture. Note that this frontal structure does not necessarily correspond to the412

frontal system in the atmospheric dynamics; everything in the nowcasting413

system represents the apparent motion of rain patterns.414

An area of large ensemble spread to the north of the rain area is produced415

by the covariance inflation method (Fig. 10c). In ordinary NWP systems,416

the forecast error grows following the internal dynamics, whereas the current417

extrapolation system lacks such internal dynamics and requires stronger co-418

variance inflation. If not inflated artificially, the ensemble spread decreases419

continuously due to the dissipative nature of the advection-diffusion equa-420

tion. If a new precipitation system appears in that high-spread area, motion421

vectors of the system will be assimilated quickly. More precisely, two consec-422

utive images of a new precipitation system are needed to compute motion423

vectors of that precipitation system. A new precipitation system is usu-424
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ally small when it appears for the first time, and moves in the direction of425

pre-existing motion vectors.426

[Fig. 11 about here.]427

As an operational system, the ensemble spread needs to stay within a428

reasonable range; the assimilation system will blow up at some point if429

the spread keeps increasing or decreasing. Figure 11 shows the time series430

of ensemble spread of analysis motion vectors. The ensemble spread was431

unstable in V1 (black), whereas the spread was mostly stabilized from V4432

(red). The increase in the number of available motion vectors in V4 (Fig.433

8a) seems to decrease the spread from V1 to V4. A small spread drop in434

July 2016 seems to correspond to a bug fix in LETKF. Another drop in the435

meridional component from December 2016 to February 2017 was caused by436

the system misconfiguration. An increase of spread from V4a to V10 (green)437

is consistent with the decrease of number of available motion vectors (Fig.438

8b) due to the more strict quality control criteria in V10. A spread drop439

from V10 to V11 (blue) is consistent with the increase in the number of440

available motion vectors around the south/north lateral boundaries (Fig.441

8c). From V11 to V23, the spread was slightly decreased. From V23 to442

V25, the spread did not change much.443
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4. Discussion444

The forecast error of space-time extrapolation comes from multiple sources:445

tracking error, advection error, and the error from the Lagrangian persis-446

tence assumption. The first two are the main themes of this paper, whereas447

the last one will be a future work beyond this paper. The system updates448

had clear contributions to the increased number of motion vectors (Fig. 8),449

the increased quality of motion vectors (Fig. 9), and the improved accuracy450

of forecast by advection (Fig. 7). The system strongly relies on the input451

data because the model consists of the advection and diffusion terms only;452

to constrain the behavior of the system, information needs to be extracted453

effectively from noisy observations.454

As noted in Section 3, eastward motions of extratropical cyclones tend to455

be underestimated. This was partly caused by suboptimality of parameters456

such as the patch diameter and search space in TREC at high latitudes, and457

the problem was reduced by latitudinally-varying these parameters (Table458

1, Figs. 7j–o and 9, Appendix B.6–B.7). There still remains the slow bias459

of motion vectors in the case of extratropical cyclones (Fig. 2); further460

improvements in both motion tracking and data assimilation are needed.461

Another issue in detecting motion vectors is spatiotemporal continuity of462

input data. For example, small red dots appear and disappear suddenly to463

the west of Australia in Figs. 2c,e,g. In this case, it is difficult to track the464
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motions of these areas. These sudden changes may occur due to the satellite-465

to-satellite differences of sensors used in GSMaP, as well as the algorithm466

to produce the mosaic product. In the present study, data assimilation467

provides reasonable estimates over these areas. In contrast, cloud tracking468

by geostationary meteorological satellites may be less influenced by the469

discontinuity of data.470

In principle, spatiotemporal extrapolation cannot capture the lifecycle471

of extratropical cyclones. For example, a comma-shaped rain area in the472

northwestern Pacific (Fig. 2b) changes to a linear rain band (Fig. 2h) in 12473

hours. NWP can predict the evolution of precipitation systems within the474

limit of predictability based on the physics, and machine learning techniques475

may also be able to predict the evolution based on the past data.476

5. Summary477

This paper described an overview of GSMaP RNC, a GSMaP-based478

global precipitation nowcasting system using data assimilation. The main479

foci were on 1) how to better estimate the motion vectors, and 2) how to480

stably constrain the advection-diffusion model with data assimilation.481

The system has been stably running in real time since January 2016 for482

three and a half years as of July 2019, and seven major system updates were483

applied (Table 1). Most of the updates were related to better estimating484
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motion vectors. The forecasts have been disseminated via RIKEN’s and485

JAXA’s webpages every hour in real time under the weather forecasting486

license.487

Verification against GSMaP MVK showed that the space-time extrapo-488

lation was working properly (Figs. 3–6). Comparison with the Eulerian per-489

sistence forecasts revealed that the advantage of space-time extrapolation490

has increased gradually during January 2016–March 2018 due to the seven491

major system updates (Figs. 4–6). Particularly, the updates ameliorated the492

winter performance drop in the northern hemisphere; the long-term opera-493

tions revealed this seasonal performance drop and led to the improvement494

of the system. Comparisons of threat scores before and after each system495

update showed that the scores improved the most at around 40◦S and 40◦N496

(Fig. 7). Light precipitation areas improved significantly, whereas heavy497

precipitation areas did not improve as much.498

Analyses on the ensemble spread showed that the increase and decrease499

of the number of available motion vectors changed the ensemble spread be-500

tween each system update (Fig. 11). Motion vectors are effectively modified501

over the regions where the ensemble spread becomes larger, such as areas502

near the frontal systems (Fig. 10). Better quantifying the uncertainties of503

the motion vectors in the TREC estimations and in the first guess will be504

a good direction for improving further the stability of the system and the505
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forecast accuracy.506

The space-time extrapolation method has an apparent limit of forecast507

accuracy particularly for strong rain areas (Fig. 3). It is natural to run an508

NWP system for longer forecasts beyond that limit; for example, Kotsuki509

et al. (2017) developed a global NWP system that assimilates GSMaP to510

better predict precipitation. In regional weather prediction, blending of511

extrapolation and NWP is widely used to take advantage of each of these512

systems (e.g., Golding, 1998; Sun et al., 2014). Blending is also beneficial513

in the global precipitation forecasting (Kotsuki et al., 2019).514

Probabilistic forecasting seems to be an essential tool in practical pre-515

cipitation nowcasting, and ensemble-based methods have been widely used516

(e.g., Germann and Zawadzki, 2004; Bowler et al., 2006). Our system uses517

an ensemble Kalman filter for the motion vector construction (Fig. 1), and518

the “observed” motion vectors are effectively assimilated using the back-519

ground error covariance structure (Fig. 10). Although the current GSMaP520

RNC runs a deterministic precipitation forecast using the ensemble mean521

motion vectors, the system can be easily extended to an ensemble forecast.522

Another direction of future improvements may be a use of data-driven523

approaches in nowcasting. One such approach is machine learning; for ex-524

ample, Han et al. (2017) used a support vector machine for precipitation525

nowcasting. As a quantitative precipitation estimation algorithm, Hirose526
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et al. (2019) adopted the random-forest algorithm. Another example is the527

analog forecasting (Lorenz, 1969); there are applications in precipitation528

nowcasting (e.g., Obled et al., 2002). These old but still potentially useful529

techniques with the aid of growing computer power and increasing data size530

will give us many possibilities of the precipitation nowcasting.531
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A. Weather forecasting license544

A weather forecasting license is needed to issue weather forecasts by law545

in Japan. RIKEN obtained a permission from JMA in March 2017 (permis-546

sion number 204), and the GSMaP RNC real-time products became open547

to public since May 2017. The licensed regions are the Japanese islands and548

the surrounding seas over 100◦–180◦E, 0◦–60◦N. Outside these regions, the549

Japanese law does not restrict issuing weather forecasts. Licensed forecast-550

ers need to examine the products prior to issuing the forecasts. The latest551

forecast for the Japanese islands and the surrounding seas is hidden on the552

product webpage to comply with the regulation until the forecasters decide553

to issue the forecast. Forecasting activities such as the forecast data and554

the issuer of each forecast need to be recorded for inspections by JMA.555

B. Overview of the system updates556

This section presents brief descriptions of each update. Some details will557

be described in Appendix C. The parameters below are manually tuned to558

maximize the forecast accuracy measured by the threat score.559
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B.1 Update on 1 January 2016 (V1)560

• The time interval of advection ∆t was changed from 120 s to 60 s for561

numerical stability.562

B.2 Updates on 15 March 2016 (V4)563

• V1 suffered from lack of information over weak rain areas. Therefore,564

the definition of rainy pixel in TREC was changed from rain rate565

R ≥ 1× 10−3 mm h−1 to R ≥ 0 mm h−1. This increases the number566

of available motion vectors by about four times (Fig. 8a).567

• The quality control criterion of TREC motion vectors was changed.568

TREC estimates motion vectors by the template matching, where569

similarity is measured by the Pearson correlation coefficient r. The570

coefficient r becomes much smaller than one if TREC fails to find571

a similar pattern. In this update, the criterion of acceptance was572

changed from r > 0 to r > 1 × 10−5. More strict quality control573

became possible because of the increased number of TREC motion574

vectors.575
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B.3 Update on 20 January 2017 (V4a)576

• Missing pixels are initially assigned by large negative values in NRT.577

However, sudden changes of pixel values between valid rain rates and578

the missing values cause numerical noise in advection. To suppress579

the noise, the missing values in NRT are replaced by 0 mm h−1 at the580

beginning of 12-hour forecast.581

B.4 Updates on 10 February 2017 (V10)582

Although data assimilation reduces noise in the motion vector field, the583

quality of “observed” motion is still crucial. Thus, V10 introduced the584

following three changes.585

• The quality control criterion of correlation coefficient in TREC was586

changed from r > 1× 10−5 to r > 0.2.587

• The quality of a motion vector does not solely depend on r, but also588

clarity of the peak of r on a cross-correlation surface in TREC. To589

consider this effect, a criterion for the variable range of r (∆r) on a590

cross-correlation surface is introduced; motion vectors are accepted if591

∆r ≥ 0.4. See details in Appendix C.1.592

• A new algorithm was introduced to remove artificial ring-shaped pat-593

terns that appeared frequently in the motion vector field due to the594
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use of finite template size in TREC. See details in Appendix C.2.595

B.5 Update on 10 July 2017 (V11)596

• Motion vectors near the south/north lateral boundaries were not com-597

puted in the previous versions to avoid incomplete coverage of TREC598

template and search area. However, this leads to lower performance599

near the boundaries. From this version, motion vectors are computed600

as long as they meet the quality control criteria.601

B.6 Updates on 1 November 2017 (V23)602

• The current system adopts the equirectangular projection for simplic-603

ity. However, this leads to suboptimality in globally-defined TREC604

parameters due to the differences in the length of the latitudinal cir-605

cle and the typical spatial scales of tropical and extratropical weather606

systems. Therefore, the TREC template diameter dCC was changed607

from a fixed value of 46 pixels (= 4.6◦) to a function of latitude: 46608

pixels for 20◦S–20◦N, 92 pixels for 30◦–60◦S and 30◦–60◦N, a quarter-609

wavelength sinusoidal function in between. This update accelerates610

the eastward component of motion vectors in the extratropics (Fig.611

9d). The following three changes are made to introduce this latitude-612

dependent dCC.613
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• The criterion for the variable range of r in TREC was changed from614

∆r ≥ 0.4 to a normalized version ∆rN ≥ 0.8 (Appendix C.1). The615

quality control criterion of correlation coefficient was also changed to616

r > 0.6.617

• Rain fields are smoothed only for the TREC computation by a box-618

mean method with a box size of 0.1dCC × 0.1dCC (Appendix C.3).619

• Minimum ratio of valid pixels within the template in TREC was620

changed from 5% to 1.25%.621

B.7 Updates on 1 March 2018 (V25)622

• Although V23 improved the forecast accuracy at high latitudes, there623

was still room for latitude-dependent optimization. Cross-correlation624

was computed within a finite search space S defined by |(δi, δj)| ≤625

L, where (δi, δj) represents the offset in the zonal and meridional626

directions, and L = 0.6◦. To take into account the length of latitudinal627

circle, S is changed to |(δi cos θ, δj)| ≤ L, where θ is the latitude of628

analysis point. This accelerates the eastward component of motion629

vectors at high latitudes (Fig. 9e), and slightly increases the number of630

available motion vectors at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere631

(indistinguishable in Fig. 8e).632
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• The time interval of advection ∆t was changed from 60 s to 30 s633

for numerical stability. This change is due to the introduction of634

latitude-dependent S described above; the maximum zonal motion at635

high latitudes increases.636

B.8 Other system changes637

There are several other changes to the system. The computational per-638

formance was improved several times during this period. A bug fix of639

LETKF applied at 0100 UTC 5 July 2016 resulted in a jump in the time640

series of ensemble spread. MPI parallelization was introduced at 0400 UTC641

16 October 2016. Another bug fix in LETKF was applied at 2200 UTC 6642

December 2016. Covariance inflation for the north-south motion variable643

in LETKF was not applied unintentionally by mistake in the assimilation644

cycles from 1200 UTC 27 December 2016 to 2100 UTC 8 February 2017.645

This was caused by a system misconfiguration during the system update at646

1200 UTC 27 December 2016.647
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C. Details of the system updates648

C.1 Quality control of motion vectors using variable range of649

correlation coefficient650

A cross-correlation method may fail to capture correct motions if the651

peak on a cross-correlation surface is not prominent. In some previous652

studies, for example, statistical significance of the peak was used to define653

the quality of motion vectors (Ikegawa and Horinouchi, 2016; Horinouchi654

et al., 2017). Here, a simple method is implemented to evaluate a distinct655

peak; the variable range of correlation coefficient r on a cross-correlation656

surface, ∆r ≡ max(r)−min(r), is used as a proxy to the quality. From 10657

February 2017, motion vectors are rejected if ∆r < 0.4.658

[Fig. C1 about here.]659

Although this works well in general, this method sometimes rejects useful660

motion vectors; if a decorrelation length scale of a weather system around661

an analysis point i is larger than a prescribed search space S of TREC,662

r does not drop to zero within S, resulting in ∆r � 1 regardless of the663

estimation quality. See an example in Fig. C1; the random fields show a664

small ∆r (Figs. C1a,b), the sinusoidal functions with a short decorrelation665

length scale show a large ∆r (Figs. C1c,d), and the sinusoidal functions666
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with a long decorrelation length scale show a small ∆r within S but r ∼ 1667

(Figs. C1e,f).668

To avoid such a situation, ∆r is normalized by the “predicted” ∆r as669

follows:670

∆rN (i, dCC, S, tn−1, tn) ≡ ∆r (i, dCC, S, tn−1, tn)

∆r (i, dCC, S, tn−1, tn−1)
, (1)

where dCC is the diameter of the circular template for TREC, t represents671

time, and the subscript n denotes the time index. If min (r (i, dCC, S, tn−1, tn−1)) <672

0, ∆r is used instead of ∆rN. In the case of Fig. C1f, ∆r = 0.27 and673

∆rN = 1.4. From 29 November 2017, motion vectors with ∆rN < 0.8 are674

rejected.675

C.2 Removing a ring-shaped noise in the motion vector com-676

putation677

[Fig. C2 about here.]678

Figure C2a shows an example of erroneous motion vectors; most of the679

motion vectors represent the motion of strong rain area moving to the right680

(shaded in red), whereas the edge of the motion vector field represents681

the motion of weak rain area moving to the left (blue). The discontinuity682

between the higher rain rate at the center and the surrounding lower rain683

rate makes this ring-shaped discontinuity in the motion vector field. This684
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pattern appears frequently in the real data due to noise in the rain field.685

To avoid this “ring effect,” the following procedure is introduced; if all the686

rainy pixels at time t−1 with rain rate R greater than the threshold R0 are687

located between the prescribed distances d0/2 and dCC/2 from the center of688

the template, the motion at that grid point is not computed. The diameter689

d0 controls the ring effect, where d0 ranges between 0 and dCC. By applying690

this method, the appearance frequency of this pattern decreases (Fig. C2b).691

From 10 February 2017, d0 is set to 40 pixels with R0 = 10−5 mm h−1.692

C.3 Smoothing rain field in TREC693

Since 29 November 2017, rain fields are spatially smoothed during the694

computation of cross-correlation. Raw rain fields include structures on the695

scales much smaller than the template size dCC. If the template size dCC696

gets larger, it becomes more difficult to find the global maximum on a cross-697

correlation surface because of multiple local maxima that appear as a result698

of the scale gap. For example, small scale features may move differently699

from large scale features. Similarly, some portions of the template may700

move differently from other portions. To reduce this problem, rain fields701

are smoothed by two-dimensional box averaging; the box size is specified as702

0.1dCC × 0.1dCC. This modification was introduced in association with the703

latitude-dependent template size.704
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Fig. 1. Workflow. Blue arrows represent flow of the precipitation data.
Black arrows represent data flow of the motion vectors. The symbols
located between the two dashed lines represent the data flow in RIKEN.
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Fig. 2. (a, c, e, g) Distribution of hit, miss, and false alarm of rain rate
greater than 0.1 mm h−1 with respect to GSMaP MVK for nowcast by
V25 initialized at 0000 UTC 23 March 2018. FT = (a) 0, (b) 3, (c) 6,
and (d) 12 h. (b, d, f, h) Same as (a, c, e, g) but comparison between
NRT and MVK at the corresponding time.
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Fig. 3. Time-averaged threat scores (left axis) of RNC (thick solid) and
PER (thin solid) rain rate as a function of forecast time for (a) 20◦–
60◦N, (b) 20◦S–20◦N, (c) 20◦–60◦S, and (d) 60◦S–60◦N. The rain rate
thresholds are 0.1 (red), 1 (green), and 5 mm h−1 (blue). Hourly-
updated forecasts from January 2016 to March 2018 are verified against
MVK version 6. Dotted lines represent the the threat scores of RNC
minus those of PER (right axis).
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Fig. 4. Time series of monthly-mean threat scores for 60◦S–60◦N with the
rain rate thresholds of (a) 0.1, (b) 1, and (c) 5 mm h−1 verified against
MVK version 6. Scores at forecast time of 1 (black), 2 (red), 3 (green),
and 6 hours (blue) are plotted from January 2016 to March 2018 for
RNC (solid) and PER (dotted). (d–f) The threat scores of RNC minus
those of PER. The vertical lines represent the system updates.
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Fig. 5. Similar to Fig. 4d–f but for comparison between the threat scores
computed with respect to NRT (black) and MVK (red) at the forecast
time of one hour.
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Fig. 6. Similar to Fig. 4d–f but for (a–c) 20◦–60◦N, (d–f) 20◦S–20◦N, and
(g–i) 20◦–60◦S.
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Fig. 7. Mean differences of rain rate threat scores against MVK version
6 as a function of forecast time and latitude. (a–c) V4 − V1, (d–f)
V10− V4a, (g–i) V11− V10, (j–l) V23− V11, and (m–o) V25− V23.
The verification periods are listed in Table 2. Thresholds are 0.5 (left), 1
(center), and 5 mm h−1 (right). Data without hatching are statistically
significant with the 95% confidence intervals estimated from 10,000
bootstrap simulations.
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Fig. 8. Differences in the mean number of available motion vectors per cycle
at each grid point. Raw values at each time step are −1 (only the old
version has a vector), 0 (both versions have (or do not have) a vector),
or 1 (only the new version has a vector). (a) V4−V1, (b) V10−V4a,
(c) V11 − V10, (d) V23 − V11, and (e) V25 − V23. The verification
periods are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 9. Mean differences in the zonal component of TREC motion vectors.
The vectors that exist both before and after each update are selected.
(a) V4 − V1, (b) V10 − V4a, (c) V11 − V10, (d) V23 − V11, and (e)
V25− V23. The verification periods are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 10. (a) GSMaP NRT rain distribution. (b) Zonal component of analysis
motion vectors. (c) Ensemble spread of the zonal component of first
guess motion vectors. (d) Zonal component of analysis motion vectors
minus that of first guess. Valid at 0000–0100 UTC 25 December 2017.
White areas in (a) represent missing pixels. Contours in (b–d) represent
0.1 mm h−1 in (a).
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Fig. 11. Time series of spatially-averaged analysis ensemble spread of (a)
zonal and (b) meridional components of motion vectors from January
2016 to April 2018. V1 (black), V4–V4a (red), V10 (green), V11 (blue),
V23 (purple), and V25 (cyan).
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Fig. C1. One-dimensional examples of cross-correlation computation for
(a–b) random fields, (c–d) sinusoidal functions with the wavelength of
20, and (e–f) sinusoidal functions with the wavelength of 100. Two
curves in (c) or (e) are shifted by 2. The left column shows the in-
put fields (f(x)), and the right column shows the corresponding cross-
correlation surfaces (red) and “predicted” cross-correlation surfaces
(black) as functions of location shift. Note that the x axis in (e) is
different from that in (a) and (c). The template size is the same as the
computational domain.
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Fig. C2. An example of (a) ring effect and (b) ring effect removal. Vectors
represent the full motions, and the color shades represent motions in
the x direction. Green and red contours represent the rain distributions
at time t−1 and t, respectively. The thin and thick contours show 10−6

and 1 mm h−1, respectively, and R0 = 10−5 mm h−1. The cyan circles
represent dCC = 20 (solid) and d0 = 18 pixels (dashed) from the cyan
dots at (x, y) = (42, 42).
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Table 1. Summary of the system updates since Otsuka et al. (2016a).

Date Version
1 Jan 2016 V1 ∆t changed from 120 s to 60 s
15 Mar 2016 V4 Tuning of motion vector (MV) quality control (QC) parameters
20 Jan 2017 V4a Missing pixels of NRT filled with 0 mm h−1 for advection
10 Feb 2017 V10 MV QC algorithm updated
10 Jul 2017 V11 MVs near the south/north lateral boundaries improved
1 Nov 2017 V23 Latitude-dependent template size for MV and related changes
1 Mar 2018 V25 Latitude-dependent search area for MV
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Table 2. Verification periods in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.

Update Start End
V1 → V4 0000 UTC 15 March 2016 2000 UTC 27 March 2016
V4a → V10 0000 UTC 10 February 2017 0300 UTC 15 March 2017
V10 → V11 0000 UTC 10 July 2017 0000 UTC 14 July 2017
V11 → V23 0000 UTC 01 November 2017 2100 UTC 29 November 2017
V23 → V25 0000 UTC 01 March 2018 2200 UTC 12 March 2018
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